[Low dose helical CT pelvimetry: evaluation of radiation dose and image processing].
to estimate from phantom measurements the radiation dose and the accuracy of helical ct pelvimetry. Eight helical CT acquisitions using different tube current (100, 50, 25 or 10mAs) and pitch factor (1.125 or 1.375) settings but identical collimation (2mm) and kilovoltage (120 kVp) were evaluated using a four-channel MDCT scanner and compared with conventional CT pelvimetry including a single scout and two transverse images. A plexiglas phantom combined with an ionization chamber was used to calculate the CTDIw and DLP for each acquisition. Then, an ex vivo phantom of bony pelvis was used to evaluate the accuracy of helical acquisitions for the measurement of pelvic diameters (i.e. the antero-posterior inlet, the transverse inlet and the interspinous distance). Reconstructions of helical acquisitions were performed using 2D MPR, 3D MIP and 3D SSD algorithms. CTDIw and DLP of conventional pelvimetry were 26 mGy and 42 mGy.cm respectively. The radiation dose of helical acquisitions decreased linearly with tube current (CTDIw: from 13 to 1.3 mGy, DLP: from 218.3 to 18.7 mGy.cm). Compared to conventional CT, the dose was nearly similar at 25 mAs and reduced at 10 mAs. Helical acquisitions provided accurate measurements of pelvic diameters with a pitch of 1.125 and a 2D MPR algorithm to evaluate the AP inlet and a 3D MIP algorithm to evaluate the transverse inlet and the interspinous distance. Variations of tube current did not influence the accuracy of pelvic diameter measurement. Our results suggest that accurate low-dose helical CT pelvimetry using 10-25 mAs and a pitch factor of 1.125 combined with 2D MPR and 3D MIP reconstructions is possible.